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Ruvu, and nearly opposite the island of Zanzibar in East
Africa. Shambala was one of the choicest districts in the vast
region formerly styled " German East Africa." Here, in this
land, about the size of Switzerland, there was a robust native
population amounting to some seventy or eighty thousand; but
a good deal of the higher part of this delectable country was
some four to six thousand feet above sea-level and stood almost
out of the fever zone. Consequently, being well-watered by
abundant streams and near the coast, it was singled out for a
good deal of European occupation after the formation of the
German protectorate; especially as the higher part of the
forest region had no very large native population. The
Shambala language is numbered " 19 " in my list of Bantu
and Semi-Bantu tongues. It is the speech of the native popula-
tion on the elevated table-lands 01 the mountainous region,
between two and four thousand feet elevation. Closely allied
to it is the Bondei of the eastern lowlands descending nearly
to sea-leveL In the same group and sharing some of the
characteristics of Shambala is the Zigula tongue of the coast
region to the south-east of Ushambala.
Shambala is one of the most highly developed of the Bantu
languages, so much so that it was surprising to find it the home
speech of only seventy or eighty thousand people not far
removed from a savage state—at any rate not remarkable for
intellectual development among the East African negro
populations. Yet the conjugation of the verb was adapted to
express almost every phase of action, and the wealth m sub-
stantives is shown by this admirable dictionary, to which high
praise must be allotted. As in most modern German linguistic
works the orthography is thoroughly reasonable, more than can
be said for many language books by British authors.
H. H. J.
Two Liberian Languages.
Die Kpelle: Ein Negerstamm in Liberia. By Diedrich Wester-
mann. (GSttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1921;
pp. 552 and map. 155. net.)
Die Gola-Sprache in Liberia. By Diedrich Westermann.
(Hamburg : L. Friederichsen & Co., 1921; pp. 178.)
THESE two works are valuable contributions to our knowledge
of Liberian languages. Liberia has been reduced by the stem
French Republic to a territory of under forty thousand square
miles, but it still remains, as I described it fifteen years ago, one
of the most remarkable portions of Africa for its size. It
contains a greater proportion of peculiar TnarmpalQ birds,
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reptiles, insects and plants than any other country in Africa,
large or small. Yet looked at on the map of Africa there is no
natural feature—no deep inlet of the sea, long river, chain of
lakes or mountains to mark it off from the rest of West Africa.
All one can put forward to explain its " set-apartness " is its
dense forest and heavy rainfall. In some parts its average
rainfall seems to amount to one hundred and eighty inches per
annum, but elsewhere this may drop to one hundred inches
or no more than eighty. Of course a small portion of its
peculiar mammalian or bird fauna, or its special flora, may
extend into the contiguous forests of Sierra Leone or of the
Ivory Coast; but as a rule the special flora and fauna are
confined within the political limits. Knowing nothing what-
ever of its physical geography or anthropology, the United
States Government a hundred years ago decided in a hazy
way that this was a part of West Africa tolerably empty of
peoples, into which freed negroes and mulattocs from the
United States might be dumped as into a waste-paper basket.
But as a matter of fact, the Liberian forests were unusually
well populated for Africa in the early nineteenth century.
We have subsequently discovered that not only does it possess
a peculiar fauna and flora, but that its native tribes are diverse
in characteristics and speak a remarkable number of diverse
languages. One of these—Gora, as I write it (from native
pronunciation), or Gola as Heir Westermann hears the name—
seems absolutely without allies at the present day. There
are other families of speech almost confined to Liberia as then-
area.
Kpelle, -<o ^lendidly illustrated in Herr Westermann's
work, would seem to be identical with the language or language-
cluster named by me and others—Kpwesi, Kpese, Kpfile. This
language or group of languages has seemed to me to belong in
the mam to the eastern section of the great Mandingo family,
that which is known as Mand fu " from its root for the
namend ten H. H. J.
Fula Reading Books.
We have received two Fula Reading Books—a first and a
second—printed by the Oxford University Press, and published
by the Crown Agents for the Colonies (4 Millbank, Westminster)
on behalf of the Government of Nigeria. They art pn-p~ '.
by F. W. Taylor, M.A. The tynn used is larpe -n uJack, the
illustrations are clear and -ittru't ve, and altogether the books
serai to us <* nuaDly adapted for their purpose Thpy are
intended to be used in schools, and no dci'bt «Jl also IK useful
to Europeans who have to learn the language.
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East African Climate and Hospitals.
We would like to call attention to the article in Ccitral
Africa for May 1921, and to endorse the appeal there made.
It is written by Dr. J. B. Christopherson and deals with medical
work in Central Africa and, in particular, with the work that
is being carried on in the U.M.C.A. hospital at Magila in the
Tanganyika territory. The writer lays down two axioms:
(1) The economic prosperity of tropical Africa depends on the
country being made healthy; and (2) Medical science points
out the surest way of solving the labour question. Doctors
do not believe in the distinction that is often made between
" a black man's country" and " a white man's country."
They believe that it is possible to eradicate the diseases which
now interfere with the development of the country. In tl'is
matter the interests of white men and black coincide. The
country cannot be made healthy for white settlers until these
diseases are extinct, and they cannot be tackled without the
active co-operation of the natives. Hence the need of instruct-
ing the natives in hygiene and of so gaining their confidence
that they will submit to segregation, vaccination, etc.
The argument of the writer that medical science is the only
adequate means of solving the labour question is a powerful
and convincing one. These diseases sap the strength of the
natives and rob the labour market of valuable hands; when
we eradicate the diseases we shall make mobile the men who
cannot now be moved from one country to another because
they would transfer disease. The conclusion is irresistible
that the medical men who are investigating diseases and
curing them are doing work of the very first importance for
the development of Africa. What is needed is that the work
should be done on a larger and realty effective scale. Such
work as is being done at Magila and other mission hospitals
ought not to be left dependent upon the slender financial
resources of the missionary societies. The whole community
benefits, and the Governments, in some form or other, should
help. Take but one concrete example We all know that
horrible disease Yaws and how it disables one's workmen. It
is curable. One dose of a certain drug works a cuic. But
every dose costs ten shillings Would it not amply repay thi*
community if stores of that drug were supplied gratis to the
mission hospitals? So with other drugs used ior the specific
tieatuicni of prevalent disea<=es We commend the matter
to the Governments concerned. K. W. S.
